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A better understanding of how the economy works in general is crucial for established businesses,

start-ups and students of economics. This 3-panel (6-page) guide, jam-packed with up-to-date

information, examines macroeconomics in great detail.
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I have about two dozen BarCharts on various topics and this is one of my favorites. I use it for a

quick refresher of major topics and concepts. I also have the micro econ one which is excellent too.

But macro is more my thing rather than the theory of the firm. Even if you never read a real econ

text if you just memorized this you'd probably be in pretty good shape. It's mainly useful for me

today as an amateur investor needing a quick review of an economic principle relevant to my stock

investing and applied economics hobby. Also every citizen needs at least a basic foundation in econ

because both political parties slant the economic data and explanations in their direction so the only

defense is being able to read and think critically yourself.

This just arrived yesterday. My class starts tomorrow, so that worked out well. It's very much what I

expected, punched to fit into my three ring notebook, easy to read, well organized, etc. Looks like a

good reference tool for helping me get through Macroeconomics this summer.



If you are taking a macroeconomics class, this could be helpful. It will have more information than

you actually need for any one class. But it is handy for having formulas, etc available when studying.

This chart has the same issue as the micro one, which is really a non-issue. The information on it is

great, but my ECON textbook went in a different order than this chart. If you want to use this as a

quick reference before a test or quiz, make sure you familiarize yourself with the differences

between this and your textbook and where the info is. Don't rely on it alone just in case it words

things differently, as for example, certain variables used terms that were different than what we

used in our text/tests.

This is a good tool to point what are the main ideas or arguments such as the graphs and charts

and how do slopes shifts. But the details are missing such as in the case of foreign exchange

markets or how a currency affects the country. All those tiny details that will help you wiggle with the

tools provided.Overral, Great job, in putting it all together.Oh something I hate from the chart is the 3

punch holes; because the holes have cut pieces of some information. Please guys don't punch

anymore, let us do it if we want to.

I gave this item a five star rating because it is a great tool. I liked it because it arrived quickly and

was in excellent condition! I recommend to all who are taking or will be taking a macroeconomics

class. You won't ever have to carry around a large binder fulll of notes.

I have several of these Quick studies, they have been an asset to my education.

Good set of "notes", it has what I am currently learning, so its been very helpful so far.
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